
Recap of  works on the Perini 50 m S/y Ariane
Dry activities

Safety valves, sea chests and submerged drains tests:
test of safety valves, fittings, pipes and pumps, test of sea chests and submerged drains, functional tests
will be carried out with the boat in the sea.
Ropes axis of the transmissions correct functioning test. PLEASE NOTE: In case a replacement of the
ropes is necessary, it follows a quotation for dismantling and reassembly of the axis and for ropes
N.02 applications of (Materials included) of antifouling
paint layers for Veneziano or Boero hull
Verifica tenuta deriva mobile - please read III° Prev. (quotation)
Fire extinguisher fix plant + mobile fire extinguishers extraordinary inspection
Moving
Launch
AXIS LINES:
Rolls Royce variable pitches decoupling  Ropes dismantling. Axis lines dismantling and grounding.
Bushing and ropes status control. Re - assembly of every component.
DECK BOY PROPELLER:
Propeller hubs opening and blades dismantling. dismantling asta comando passo variabile.
Conical propeller coupling dismantling
Non destructive tests (penetrant liquids) su conicità asse e cava chiavetta
Controllo visi di boccole:
Dismantling of existing bushing, washing and dimensioning of bushing position. Supply of a new set of
bushing in Thordon Compac as the exixting, bushing assembly with liquid nitrogen
ROPES:
Ropes dismantling and maintenance
PROPELLER and stern tubes SUNDBLASTING
Axis and rudders washing with acids
N.02 front winches inspection

Works for launch
TANKS OPENING AND WASHING:
Opening, suction, free gas control and grey water tanks washing (tank
2), 2300 litres were aspirated;
Opening, suction, free gas control and grey water tanks washing (tank
1), 2300 litres were aspirated;
Water tanks (tank 5-6) opening, suction
Opening, suction, washing and  washing liquids suction, free gas control in the diesel tanks (n.06 tanks,
tank 3-4-7-8-9-12) 2500 litres were aspirated;
Opening, suction, free gas control and bilge tank 10 washing, 1500 litres were aspirated
Opening, suction, free gas control and washing of sludge tank 11;
Opening, suction, free gas control and dirty oil tank washing, 945 litres were aspirated;
Centerboard trunk opening and washing
Winch gear box dismantling/re - assembly
Washing liquids extraction from grey/black water tanks (I. 2000)
Effluent extraction from grey/black water tanks (I 4.600)
Polluted diesel extraction + bilge tanck + dirty tanck + sludge Tank (I 5.750)
Zincs supply and installation
Old batteries dismantling, launch, your batteries supply loading and assemblying
Lateral gate closing - out of order
Compensation mast dismantling, welding and assembly
Disembarkation, boarding of chains and anchors with the assistance of an operating machine
Dismantling, leak tests, certification by an inspector and assembly of safety valves connected to sea
chests and submerged drains (only n° 10 components)



Works for transfer
Reactivation/replacement of engines/Generator battery chargers
Sea water fire extinguisher plant renewal
Manual rain water fire extinguisher renewal
Bilge and fire extinguisher pumps inspection
MM.PP and spare parts final restorations complete inspection
Ordinary maintenance to the inverters
N.3 auxiliary power generators complete inspection
Emergency generator complete inspection
Bow thruster functioning test
Oleodynamic wheelhouse plant ordinary and extraordinary maintenance (presence of leakages and
widespread oxidation)
Reactivation water-diesel separation plant (a loss was noticed);
N° 24 fenders purchasing
Engines inspection
Replacement of service battery chergers
Pneumatic plant, joints, electrical valves, pipes and supplying system repairing
Ropes purchasing
Generator reactivation
Propeller reactivation
Replacement of portable fire extinguishers located in the on-board locals
Life raft - no limits - 10 Pax; Rigid
Electrocuffs of control room Fly reactivation
Replacement of reinforced rubber pipes, refrigerating MM.PP/DDD.GGG, waste gas, bildge and
evacuation
Stainless steel bands for rubber pipes replacement.


